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CHAPTER–WISE STUDY TIPS AND TRICKS 

1. CHAPTER 1  

• Study all laws. 

• When writing about Dobereiner's Triads, you need to give an example 

and show its calculation. 

• Table required for Newlands' Octaves. Trick- Just refer below periods 

1,2,3 and skip the inert gases. After Cl, remember ककाकर-टी-मन-फे = K, 

Ca, Cr, Ti, Mn, Fe. 

• Important years 1829, 1913. 

• When writing second point of merits of Mendeleev's Periodic Table, it is 

necessary to draw table 1.5 of the Textbook 

•  For Standard Tenth, you need to learn the elements 1-20, those in the 

groups 1,2,17,18. For its trick see below. There are many more tricks to 

learn more rather the whole periodic table. (If you want those comment 

on the original post with e-mail address). But, for now, let us learn only 

the required. 

 

          

• Also learn about the blocks 

(classification by Electronic 

configuration), metalloids (zig-

zag line) and periodic 

properties. 
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CHAPTER–WISE STUDY TIPS AND TRICKS 

2. CHAPTER 2 

• The activities of this chapter are very important. So, study them 

thoroughly. 

• Definitions are also many. 

• Learn 2 examples of each type of reaction. (in case you forget one, the 

second one would help). 

• Learn especially the various conditions required for reactions. Learn 

formulae of POP, tricalcium aluminate, gypsum, etc. 

• Corrosion, rancidity and neutralization are important application-based 

topics. 

3. CHAPTER 3 

• Activities and their observation-inference tables are important. 

• HOTS questions can be asked from pH around you. 

• Learn the molecular formulae of salts, their properties, uses and 

reactions precisely. 

• In saponification, only learn the definition. 

4. CHAPTER 4 

• All definitions, units, numerical-based formulae, circuit diagrams, 

activities and in-text box questions should be studied precisely. 

• Numerical questions won't be external 99%. They will be asked either 

from exercises or solved examples. 

• For stating of Ohm's Law, draw Fig. 4.8 (a); for derivation of 

resistivity, write its definition and unit at end; for derivation of joule's 

law (heating effect of current), state law and draw Fig. 4.15. 

• For derivation of effective resistance when resistors connected in 

series/parallel, start with the meaning in your words, then diagrams (Fig. 

4.12, 4.13 respectively), then derive upto '...... +Rn or 
1

𝑅𝑛
’ and then state 

two properties. 

• As the only one for resistivity, solved ex. 3 Page 39 is very important. 

• In table 4.2, no need to learn values but learn the constituents of 

Constantan, Manganin and Nichrome. 

• Exercise Q.9 are HOTS questions. 
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CHAPTER–WISE STUDY TIPS AND TRICKS 

5. CHAPTER 5 

• This chapter is activity-based. We should learn through activities. 

Fortunately, most of the observations and inferences are given in the text 

itself. 

• While writing the laws, diagrams are also expected by some moderators; 

i.e. Right Hand Thumb Rule (Fig 5.6), Left Hand Rule (Fig 5.2 Line 

Diagram) Right Hand Rule (Fig 5.17 Line Diagram). 

• Note that in Fig 5.14 there is a bit correction, just revert the potentials to 

battery. 

• While explaining construction of AC/DC Generator, don't mention only 

names, write their meaning also referring to construction of motor. Rest 

of the part is common. 

6. CHAPTER 6 

• Ray diagrams (especially of convex lens) are important. But if you know 

the rules of reflection/refraction then they are very easy. 

• Instructions for numericals same as chapter 4. 

• While explaining sign conventions diagram is necessary. Explain sign 

conventions of lens in detail like spherical mirror and not just that 1 

sentence. Write the same sentences with changing few words. 

• Definitions/Meanings are few and not so important. 

• When studying human eye, know the function of macula, cones, rods 

along with those given in text. 

• To learn vision defects, just remember MNMN Concave i.e. Myopia, 

Near-Sightedness, Middle (image formed in middle of eye) Negative 

(power of lens) Concave (lens to correct). In this way if you know one 

defect you can write about other also. Applications can be remembered 

by ray diagrams. 

 

7. CHAPTER 7 

• This chapter is not much to worry about 

•  Just cover the important topics in the exercises and those told by the 

teacher. E.g. Rainbow, laws of refraction, glass slab experiment, etc. 

• Diagrams are compulsory for some answers. 
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CHAPTER–WISE STUDY TIPS AND TRICKS 

8. CHAPTER 8 

• Study the physical and chemical properties of both metals and non-

metals; even if not given in book. 

• Go through the reactions. Important part is on Pages 97 to 100. 

• Exercise is extremely important. 

9. CHAPTER 9 

• Definitions, reactions, properties (including linear, structural 

formulae) are important. 

• The concept of soap is bit difficult; but constant reading, good 

mentoring and internet videos help a lot. 

• IUPAC names are also bit difficult; practice them and make them 

perfect. 

• Catenation, allotropy, dot and cross structure, functional groups (entire 

table) are also important. 

• Exercise questions are short and sweet but usually asked. 

10. CHAPTER 10 

• Diagrams from this chapter are usually asked. 

• Think over it, extra information blue boxes and activities 10.1, 10.4, 

10.5, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.11, 10.13, 10.14, 10.22 need to be known. 

• Know the various processes roughly, study them by visualizing ad 

videos and if possible, write them exactly if asked. 

• Don't miss any special scientific term like peristalsis, villi, sphincter, 

alveoli, etc. 

• The division of nutrients based on functions can be remembered by EFC 

(Elephant eats fat chocolate), BP (like that of Blood Pressure), PRVM 

(keep image of P-RUM). Basic steps of nutrition (page 117) - IDAAE 

(remember whole mnemonic – ईडाए). 

• The diagram of villi doesn't have sufficient number (min. 2 are required) 

of labels. So, you can label the pink part standing in middle as 'Lymph 

Lacteal' or split up the labelling blood vessel as 'Artery' and 'Vein'. 

• For photosynthesis, keep in mind the fig. 10.5. 

• The chart of cellular respiration on page 125 is important because 

sometimes it is asked alone for 5 marks. But here too give some 

introduction from text. 
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CHAPTER–WISE STUDY TIPS AND TRICKS 

• In heart diagram remember to label right and left opposite of our right 

and left. 

• To learn the life processes’ names in life processes definition, remember 

NRE-TRS-Growth=Nutrition, Respiration, Excretion, Transportation, 

Reproduction, Sensitivity, Growth. 

• Boxes of Blood Pressure and haemodialysis are important. Remember 

the word 'Sphygmomanometer' exactly (use trick sphyg-mo-man-o-

meter). For rest of the part instructions as earlier. 

• In this picture, in heart diagram, the line doesn't pass through the 

required arteries/veins because the purpose is to show direction in heart. 

So, please ignore that part. 
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CHAPTER–WISE STUDY TIPS AND TRICKS 

11. CHAPTER 11 

• Learn different definitions correctly. 

• The box on Right hand side top of page 136 should be learnt for give 

reasons. Note that the movement is known as thigmotropism (growth by 

sensitivity). 

• Plant movements is an easy part, but remember to give examples in each 

sub-section. 

• Don't confuse yourself between nephron-neuron. Same for afferent and 

efferent nerves. To avoid confusion, remember that A comes before E in 

alphabets, and impulses are first taken from sensory organs to CNS and 

then from CNS to effectors. 

• Know in detail about CNS (Brain, Spinal Cord, Meninges, CSF, Parts of 

brain, etc.), PNS, ANS (types of nerves and neurons), Reflex arcs, 

chemical control. 

• Study the boxes of information thoroughly. 

• To remember the responsible areas of brain diagram labels, keep ST-

MT-HV (labels from left to right). 

• In activity 11.6 know about any 5 glands, 2 of which can be testes, 

ovaries which will be learnt in next chapter. 

12. CHAPTER 12 

• The easiest chapter in the text. 

• Learn all methods with diagrams. 

• Fig.12.4 (a), (b) don't have labels. But you label parts like body, 

flagellum, body and various steps like parent, division of nucleus 

(karyokinesis), division of cytoplasm (cytokinesis), daughters, etc. Same 

for some other diagrams. 

• Don't confuse yourself between sexual-asexual, mitosis-meiosis, etc. 

• Important part is on pages 152 to 158. Do it word-to-word, even in-text 

questions and diagrams perfectly. 

• Don't study the numbers in yellow box page 158; just remember ranks, 

and world population day date. 

• Topic 12.3.3. is extremely important as application-based questions.  

• Only activities 12.5, 12.10, 12.15 are asked sometimes. Activity 12.11 

and table on page 155 is important. 

• In the binary fission diagrams, remember there are 3-4-5 steps, meaning 

3 for amoeba, 4 for paramecium, and 5 for euglena. 
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CHAPTER–WISE STUDY TIPS AND TRICKS 

13. CHAPTER 13 

• Most interesting lesson. 

• Mendelian experiments are easy but remember to draw crossing 

diagram, Punnett square and ratio table whichever applicable. 

Remember fig. 13.2, 13.3 thoroughly. In genotype ratio of F2 Gen. in 

dihybrid cross, just remember 4 times '1', 4 times '2', 1 time '1'. 

• In peculiarity of DNA structure, terms like nucleotides, double helical, 

adenine, guanine, cytosine, thymine, etc. are important. 

• Remember full names of scientists, i.e. James Watson, Francis Crick, 

Charles Robert Darwin, Jean Baptiste Lamarck, Johann Gregor Mendel 

for name the following. 

• Theory of evolution of life and Darwin's theory of evolution/natural 

selection, both are very important, but don't confuse yourself between 

both. Same for homologous and analogous organs. Also, don't confuse 

yourself between homologous series and organs. 

• Learn all evidences thoroughly. 

• Important topics in evolution - theories, vestigial organs, fossils, 

connecting links, Lamarckism. 

14. CHAPTER 14, 15 

• Chill out for these topics. But don't ignore the chapters. 

• Only learning the exercise questions may be enough according to some 

people. But for a safer side, learn all in-text questions. 

• Best way to learn chapter 14 is the memory map. Also learn all 

definitions. 

• Only diagrams in these chapters are pressure cooker and biogas plant. 

• In chapter 15, learn everything (better). Important - Functions, powers, 

acts, years, advantages, 3R method, etc. 

15. EXTRA -Throughout the SSC Std. 10 Syllabus, there are only 2 coloured 

solutions for study, that are, Blue CuSO4 Solution and Green FeSO4 Solution. 

 


